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lines than it does in crystals. 

It has been necessary to develop for fiber diffraction 
many methods already established in crystallography. 
Restrained least-squares refinement has proved very 
useful, despite the limited number of data available. 
Information from partial structures will be increasingly 
important as crystal structures become available for the 
monomers of important biological assemblies. The 
difference Fourier method has been developed for fiber 
diffraction; the peak heights, noise levels and optimal 
Fourier coefficients are quite different from those 
found in crystallography, for example, in TMV at 3A 
resolution, coefficients 6Fobs - 5Fcalc have been shown 
in both theory and practice to be most effective. These 
methods have been used in this laboratory to solve TMV 
at 2.9A by MDIR and layer-line splitting, and to refine 
the structure by restrained least-squares in conjunction 
with difference Fourier-Bessel maps. Other helical 
viruses are under study; work on cucumber green mottle 
mosaic virus is at an advanced stage. The structure of 
microtubules has been solved at low-resolution (l8A) in 
collaboration with Drs. Cohen 
at Brandeis and Beese at Yale, 
using a model· from electron 
microscopy and density 
modification refinement. The 
structure of Pfl is being 
determined by Dr. Makowski's 
group at Columbia using 
model-building and restrained 
least-squares refinement. 
Supported by NIH grant GH33265. 

Figure: Part of a 6F bs - SF alc'*~~~~~~~Y1F 
map of TMV with Arg 7~ omittea 
from the model clearly shows the --~~~-
position of the side-chain. 
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Seru~ A1ayloiu P-Cot.L~Ollerlt (SA~) is a nor1~al 
~lasrua glyco2rotein belonging to the ~cntraxin 
family of 1JlasL.ta LJroteins, of '>lhich the other 
.:1ember i; :nan is t~1e homolo~ous ;>rotei~1 
c-~eactive Protein (C~P), tl1e classical acute 
Jhase reactant ( !iantzouranis et al., JT5C, 2801 
7752-7756,19d5i !?G;?jS u; Baltz, !\.(lV. Ir~L1unol .. 
34 1 141-212, 19~3). S?\? is COii1;_;o:;ccJ of ten 
:;JlycosyL.1te!.l subu:1its, L!.:tcl1 o£ :·lr 7 .. "3,500 1 '.-:lliclt 
are non-covalently associated in two ~entaiueric 
discs interacti~10 face-to-face, t:1ou:Jh under 
non-9hysiolo0ical conditions the 9enta1t1ers can 
dissociate. 
Pentailleric SAP crystallizes in s~ace ~rou~ 

?2 1 cell constants a=69.0 1- b=99.31 
c=~6.3A 1 s =95.1° , Aith one :,>enta•ner e'er 
asycmetric unit. The crystals diffract well to 
at least zJ,. resolution. Data fro,n native 
crystals and t·.;o iso;nor.Jhous heavy ato1i.l 
derivatives have bee~ coilected on a F~ST 
TV-detector ~iffracto~eteL 

Analy5is of the s~lf-rotation fur1ction clearly 
indicates the orientation of tl1e 
non-crvstalloyraphic 5-fold sy.11t:tetr 1 a. xis .. 
ProJre~s on the analysi~ of the structure both 
by uolecular ret)lacei,1cnt, usin'-) as .::;eurch-~,lodel 

a·n unrelat.:=d uenta1,\eric :nolecule 1 and by 
iSoiaor~hous raJla~~:Jent will be ~rese~ted. 

01.2·3 MULTIPLE-WAVELENGTH PHASE DETERMINATION IN 
PROTEIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY, Janet L Smith*, Arno P~hler, 
H. M. Krishna Murthy and Wayne A. Hendrickson, Dept. of 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, Columbia Univer
sity, New York, NY 10032, USA. 

The tunability of synchrotron radiation provides an ex· 
cellent means to exploit the dispersive anomalous-scat· 
tering properties of appropriate atoms in order to solve 
the phase problem. We report on methods developed to 
extract phase information from multiple-wavelength data. 

Data were measured to 3.0A spacings from crystals of 
selenobiotinyl streptavidin, lamprey hemoglobin (with 
W.E. Love) and Urechis hemoglobin (with R.L. Stanfield 
and M.L. Hackert) and to 2.5A spacings from crystals of 
a bacterial ferredoxin (with W.H. Orme-Johnson) on the 
area-detector facility at the Stanford Synchrotron Radi· 
ation Laboratory with R.P. Phizackerly and E.A. Merritt. 
Absorption edges were measured from the data crystals in 
order to select wavelengths for data collection where 
anomalous-scattering effects are maximal. Bijvoet pairs 
were measured at each of four or five wavelengths. 

Careful scaling of the integrated intensities from area· 
detector images was a crucial part of phase determina
tion. Uncorrected systematic errors were minimized by 
local scaling first of Bijvoet pairs and then of data 
from multiple wavelengths. Dispersive differences in 
total scattering were considered only for ferredoxin, 
where iron anomalous scattering is a signficant part of 
the total. The data were placed on an approximately ab
solute scale by calculation of unit cell contents. 

The phase equation for a single type of anomalous scat· 
terer (adapted from J. Karle, Int. J. Quantum Chern. 
(1980) 7 357-367) is 

IFtl2 - IFt1 2 + (f~/fol 2 !Fa1 2 

+ 2(fl/fo)!Ft1 !Fa!cosC~t-~al 
± 2(fX/fo)!Ft1 IFa!sinC~t-~al 

where IFtl is the observed structure-factor amplitude 
for the+ or - mate of a reflection at wavelength A, 
jFtl and ~t are the amplitude and phase for the total 
normal structure factor, and !Fa! and ~a are for the 
normal scattering of the anomalous scatterer. The 
scattering factors fl and fX for the anomalous scatterer 
at wavelength A were derived from absorption spectra 
measured from the data crystal; f~ is the magnitude of 
anomalous scattering and fo is the normal scattering 
factor. A refinement procedure was developed to deter· 
mine jFt!, !Fa! and C~t-~al from the multiple measure
ments for each reflection. 

Patterson maps with coefficients !Fa12 yielded the anom· 
alous-scatterer positions for lamprey hemoglobin (1 Fe) 
and streptavidin (2 Se). Atomic positions of anomalous 
scatterers were refined against the !Fa! 's. The ferre· 
doxin and Urechis hemoglobin data are being analyzed. 
Values of ~t were obtained by adding the calculated ~a 
values to the refined phase differences. Electron· 
density maps were calculated from weighted !Ftl coeffi
cients and ~t phases. Weights were based on lack-of· 
closure errors calculated for each reflection. Analysis 
of the streptavidin electron-density map is in progress. 

The lamprey hemoglobin crystal structure is known and a 
model has been refined at 2.0A resolution (Honzatko, 
Hendrickson & Love, J, MoL BioL (1985) 184, 147 -164), 
Phases calculated from the refined model were used to 
judge the accuracy of the multiple-wavelength phases and 
to evaluate various error models, The multiple-wave
length analysis produced phases of equal quality to the 
isomorphous-replacement phases from which the structure 
was solved. Both sets of experimental phases have a mean 
phase error of 51° when compared with the model phases. 
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